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The LNG Industry magazine
LNG journal is the longest standing LNG publication with
a track record of quality journalism for more than twenty
years.  The Journal has an international distribution and
covers news from the whole LNG value chain.  

LNG Journal is published in print and online with also our 
recently acquired publication “LNG Unlimited” and a new 
publication “LNG Shipping News”, both published as 
online e-newspapers on LNG Journal’s website. 

These publications provide analysis and news from 
technology options in the engineering sector, to LNG
shipping projects and financing.  We track commercial
developments such as tenders, contracts and new 
projects in shipping and the construction and planning 
of production plants. Trending, pricing and product 
specification trends are highlighted.  Legal developments
are tracked in the fields of supply, shipping and 

commercial finance and insurance.

Editorial
John McKay is Editor of LNG journal.  He has worked 
in senior editorial positions with companies around 
the world, including the Financial Times newspaper in
London and international financial information and data
company, Bloomberg.  

The Journal has a worldwide network of reporters who in
the past years have kept our subscribers up to date with
exclusive LNG reports from the United states, Australia,
Japan, South Korea, the Caribbean, South America and
Europe. 

LNG Events
The journal also retains a high profile at leading industry
events as we are at the forefront as an organiser of industry
conferences, where a wide range of technical subjects 
are covered in-depth in every issue.  Our conferences
bring together representatives from leading industries as
speakers, sponsors, media partners and delegates on a
global basis. 
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Our subscribers and readers are made up of industry insiders, from Chief executives to Project
Engineers and Shipowners.  Many of the CEOs, Engineers and Senior Executives have also 
contributed papers to the Journal, writing about major developments and strategies across the
LNG value chain from production to shipping.

Europe 55%

North America 21%

Asia Pacific 19%

Middle East & Asia 2%

South America 2%
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LNG Engineering, Procurement and Construction 45%

LNG Shipowners/Management, Shipyards & Marine Engineering 20 %

Terminals, Oil and Gas Majors, Exploration and Production 20 %

Governmental , Legal and Insurance, Finance Analysts, Brokers &
Traders 15%
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ONLINE OPTIONS

Unique users 7.776

Total monthly visits 14,210

Page views 46,470
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Website Banners E-newspaper Ads Branded E-Blast

LNG Unlimited and LNG Shipping

News/LNG Fuelling are  e-newspapers

distributed weekly, whilst LNG North

America is distributed monthly.

For advertising options, see the

respective newspaper’s media pack

under the “Advertise” link on our 

website

Our daily e-newsletter is sent

out to our entire database of

approximately 10,000 LNG

Professionals.  

An E-Blast is an email 

composed by you, that

is sent out to all contacts 

in our extensive database.

Daily E-newsletter
Banners

“Gas flaring is not just about climate
change and environmental impacts. It is
also about massive quantities of a resource
being wasted; a resource that should either
be conserved or put to productive use,”
stressed Bjorn Hamso, who led the GGFR
initiative since 2013.

Over the past five years, flaring world-
wide increased by about 6.5 billion cubic
metres – mostly due to technical, regulatory, or eco- flares at oil production sites worldwide, causing

A MONTHLY LNG JOURNAL PUBLICATION July/August 2017

LNGNorth America

Looking at the overall annual
trade between the Atlantic and
Pacific Basin, volumes nosedived
47% in 2016 yoy as near inter-basin
price parity limited traders’ arbi-
trage opportunities. The longest
voyage – from Trinidad to China
around the Cape of Good Hope –
was taken last year by only one
ship, according to the 2017 World
LNG Report issued by the Interna-
tional Gas Union (IGU). Another
two Atlantic LNG cargoes were
sent to the Far East on a similar
route around South Africa.

Incremental demand growth in
Asia Pacific is largely being covered
by new Australian LNG supply and
the Qatari LNG incumbents. Newly
ramped-up US LNG supply, mean-
while, stayed largely in the Atlantic
Basin where cargoes found a home
in South America, the Iberian
Peninsula and in the UK.

Rising regionalization of trade
throughout 2016 meant that the
average nautical miles travelled
per voyage has fallen. The Panama
expansion cut the distance from
the US Gulf Coast to Japan to

9,500 nautical miles (nm), com-
pared to the 14,400 nm for a voy-
age via the Suez Canal but cost for
shipping, including bunker fuel,
are considered as marginal com-
pared to forgone arbitrage oppor-
tunities if price spreads narrow. 

Spot fixtures at all-time
high, but rates remain
subdued
The build-up in liquefaction ca-
pacity is overcompensated by the
high influx of new-built tankers to
the market; and the imbuing

fierce competition between ship
owners has seen some tankers of-
fered for charter at rates below
market price. / Some of these
speculative spot LNG traders have
played a critical role in helping
soaking up excess tonnage.

Even though the number of spot
fixtures is at an all-time high, the
current saturated shipping market
has kept a lid on any substantial in-
crease in rates over the past year.
Spot charter rates for much of 2016
remained low and relatively flat
throughout the year (see graph). 

DEMAND  
South Korea: Removal of
LNG import tariffs would
end coal’s dominance 3

SUPPLY
Mexico awaits start of 3 new
U.S. interconnectors 5

POLICY  
Is the U.S. no longer a role
model on clean energy?’ 7

SHIPPING
LNG –fuel of choice for 
shipping, transport and
heavy machinery 9

MARKETS  
Latin America – favoured
destination for US LNG 

AGENDA

continued on page 2

Analysis: Does US LNG accelerate the trend of
inter-Basin trade?
Destination-free LNG cargoes from the
United States have stirred up short-term
trade worldwide and voyages from the US
Gulf Coast to Asia are now easier thanks 
to the Panama Canal expansion. Shippers,
however, made little use of this waterway 
so far, mainly because price parity between
the Atlantic and Pacific has been limiting 
arbitrage opportunities – apart from the cold
winter 2016/17 when some profits were made
on spot cargoes from the USGC to northeast
China, South Korea and Japan.

Vessels delivered (right)

Figure 5.6: Average LNG Spot Charter Rates 
versus Vessel Deliveries, 2012 - December 2016

Source: IHS Markit
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Gas flaring – the dark side of the US shale gale?
Wasteful flaring of natural gas is meant to be a thing of the past, yet the wasteful
burning of gas at wellhead increased over the past few years – notably in the United
States during the rush to tap hydrocarbon-rich shale rock formations. ‘Zero Routine
Flaring by 2030’ is the explicit aim of the World Bank-led Global Gas Flaring Reduction
(GGFR) initiative – but there is a risk that funding for gas-gathering initiatives runs
dry as the goal has lost political traction under Trump’s US presidency.

United States
2015 gas flaring: 11,852 million m3

The deal will see Total add 
PitPoint’s existing LNG fuelling
operations in Zwolle in the
Netherlands and a network of
around 100 natural gas fuelling
stations to its portfolio across 
Europe. 

“The acquisition will enable
the Group to… implement its plans
to establish a network of 350 nat-
ural gas vehicle fueling stations in
Europe by 2022, making Total the
leader in natural gas vehicle fuel
in Europe,” a spokesperson for
Total said. 

The group expects to focus ini-
tially on growth in the trucking
and professional transport sector. 

PitPoint plans eight more
LNG stations
PitPoint currently operates jsut
one LNG station in Zwolle but ex-
pects to complete eight more sta-
tions over the next two years. The
Zwolle station provides refuelling
for both 9 and 18 bar types of LNG
trucks with high fill rate. 

“Following the acquisition of
Lampiris in 2016, this acquisition
is part of Total’s strategy to ex-

pand its low-carbon businesses...
There is strong development po-
tential for natural gas vehicle fuel
in the transport sector. Our aim is
to combine PitPoint’s technologi-
cal and commercial expertise ac-
quired over the last ten years with
Total’s strong retail marketing
network and client portfolio,” said
Patrick Pouyanné, chairman and
CEO of Total.

PitPoint is currently Europe’s
third-largest provider of natural
gas vehicle fuel and alongside LNG
fuelling the firm’s operations in-
clude biogas, hydrogen and elec-
tric vehicle charging for both road
and maritime transport.

Total expands gas 
fuelling in France
Last month Total inaugurated its
first natural gas fuelling station in
France, in Nantes. The firm ex-
pects to open 15 stations in total
this year, followed by an addi-
tional 10 a year going forward.

“As part of the energy transi-
tion, natural gas could become
the fuel of the future for road
transportation. Total is a global
gas player present across the
value chain; we want to promote
its development, especially for
the truckers and transporters we
serve. To support this aim, we are
expanding our network of fueling
stations retailing natural gas
fuel,” Momar Nguer, President of
Total Marketing & Services, said.

Total state that it intends to 
“fast-track” the development of
its natural gas vehicle network
through leveraging its existing net-
work of more than 9,000 petrol
stations with priority given to 
“accelerating growth in markets
where Total is already active” in
natural gas vehicle fuel, notably
Germany, the Benelux countries
and France.                               �

Total acquires PitPoint to drive
LNG fuelling growth

FUELLING
NEWS

AGENDA

Chart on course for
Klaipeda LNG Hub 

TESTING

LNG HUBS

Caterpillar Marine
unveils Kiel LNG 
test bed

Energy major Total is to acquire Dutch vehicle fuelling specialist PitPoint, as part of a
strategy to “significantly increase” its presence in the natural gas vehicle fuel sector.

Pasha Hawaii 
selects Keppel 
AmFELS for LNG 
containerships

LNG–fuelled ship fleet
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Japan Marine, Aluship
to collaborate on SPB
tank technology

LNG–fuelled 
confirmed newbuilds
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Total plans to open several new LNG fuelling stations in Europe
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So why do headline spot charter
rates remain at historical lows? In
an industry note, Poten & Partners
said that the obvious answer was
vessel overcapacity. However, a
more detailed study of vessel
make-up can provide clues to a
market recovery. 

Poten considered two types of
vessel availability - structural and
spot. Structurally available vessels
are described as those considered
available for term employment,
not including 24 LNGCs in layup,
which is projected to grow to 55
by the end of this year as existing
charters come to an end. 

As the name suggests, spot ves-
sel availability looks at the num-
ber of LNGCs in the spot market,
either employed or seeking em-
ployment. Unlike the structural
availability, Poten’s assessment of
spot market availability includes
vessels that are relet by their
commerical operators and is a
better indicator of headline spot
charter rates.

As the number of spot market
vessels grew from 37 to 46 since
the beginning of this year to early
May, largely due to LNGCs coming
off term charters, spot charter
rates remained low. 

Looking at the possibility of
spot rates firming, Poten said that
there were two important consid-
erations on how the spot market
supply is estimated. These are -

*First, active spot market ves-
sels include those that are either
idle or committed to a spot charter. 

*Second, the association be-
tween spot LNGC rates and vessel
supply includes a two-month lag
period. Spot charter rates are not
based on current vessel supply dur-
ing a current week, but on market
sentiment where vessel supply may
be one or two months ahead. Thus,
the current spot marker rate fall is
mainly due to an expectation of fu-
ture vessel growth. 

Changing market
Using structural availability as a
guide for future spot vessel avail-
ability, spot charter rates could
remain low through the rest of
this year, however, there are sev-
eral signs of a changing market,
Poten said. 

If charterers rush back to term
fixing, existing LNGCs vessels will
be pulled out of the spot market
and thus rates should rise. There
is already some evidence of this
occurring. During the past few
years, more than eight term ship-
ping requirements by charterers
have been reduced and delayed
on the assumption of continued
vessel availability. 

If global LNG trade continues
to grow, charterers may quickly
reverse their strategies. Assuming
a 1.3  times shipping demand
multiplier, global LNG trade of a
predicted 296 mill tonnes per
year implies a demand for 385
LNGCs, compared to a conven-
tional LNGC fleet of 405 vessels,
which is not a comfortable sur-
plus margin for most charterers,
Poten concluded. �
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LNG Shipping News
Structural versus spot availability SHIPPING

NEWS
AGENDA

First Philippine 
LNG STS 

BUSINESS

On the back of global LNG trade growth, shipping activity has picked up, illustrated
by many spot and term tenders continuing to circulate on the market, a leading
broking house claimed.

LNG carrier orderbook
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Awilco in share 
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LNG small scale fleet
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US/Chinese purchase
agreements 6

Amalco formed 3

FSRUs- Southeast
Asia next? 6
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more orders 7
USCG issues 
warning 7

Active Spot Market Vessels vs Headline Spot Charter Rates 

Active Spot Market Vessels (Modern Propulsion)* 
Active Spot Market Vessels (ST Propulsion)*
Spot Charter Rate Asessment (ST Propulsion) 
Spot Charter Rate Asessment (Modern Propulsion)
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Source: Poten & Partners  

Fujairah plans LNG ship-to-ship transfers
The Port of Fujairah is aiming to
introduce LNG ship-to-ship trans-
fers, trading and operations, ac-
cording to a report by Platts.

Port of Fujairah General Man-
ager Mousa Murad told S&P

Global Platts: "We are working
on regulations, safety proce-
dures and towage for this [LNG
ship-to-ship transfer] operation. 

"As far as energy to the coun-
try (UAE) is concerned, we will

liaise with Emirates LNG ... 
second option is that we will 
liaise with private players for
LNG trading and bunkering activ-
ities," said Murad, without elab-
orating further. �
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LNG Unlimited

BP Chief Executive Bob Dudley
said the first pillar of the UK
major’s strategy recognises that
oil and gas will be important for
decades as he listed vital projects
he is pressing ahead with, includ-
ing a floating LNG venture to be
developed offshore West Africa
and other LNG and gas ventures in
Indonesia and Egypt.

“As a result the economics of
the past are changing,” Dudley
told the BP annual shareholder
meeting in London.

Purpose
“Our fundamental purpose has al-
ways been to help power eco-
nomic growth and raise living
standards, but we need to do that
while helping to drive the transi-
tion to a lower carbon world,”
said the CEO.

He said BP’s updated strategy
had four pillars leading to the effi-
cient delivery of heat, light and
mobility as the economic and en-
vironmental circumstances change
over the next five to 10 years.

Dudley said BP already had a
portfolio that gives it options for
higher margins and lower-cost pro-
duction of natural gas and oil.

“The cleaner-burning proper-
ties of natural gas mean it is going
to be increasingly important as an
energy source and we are already
shifting our portfolio further to-
wards gas,” he told the meeting.

“We formed a new partnership
with Kosmos Energy to develop
prolific gas discoveries off the

in West Africa,” explained Dudley,
referring to the plan to develop
two floating LNG hubs with Dallas-
based Kosmos.

“Just last week we announced
a huge new discovery in this
province,” added Dudley.

The BP discovery was at the
Yakaar-1 well located in waters 95
kilometres northwest of the Sene-
galese capital Dakar.

BP and Kosmos said the Yakaar
discovery, coupled with the earlier
Teranga discovery, underpinned
the prospects for a further LNG
production system in the basin.

Dudly also told the BP investors
that it was pressing ahead with
the expansion of major LNG and
gas projects in Tangguh in Indone-
sia and Khazzan in Oman, as well
as Egypt.

“We bought a share of the
giant Zohr gas field in the Mediter-
ranean, adding to our strong posi-
tion in Egypt,” he added.

“The second pillar of the strat-
egy is our Downstream, and
you’ve already heard me talk
about its increasing competitive-
ness,” he said, listing advanced
fuels for cars, trucks and planes.

Dudley said the third pillar of
the strategy would see BP advanc-

across the business. “We already
have a head start with a 20-year
track record in renewables, having
developed two great businesses in
wind power and biofuels,” the
CEO said.

Dudley said the fourth pillar was
the continuation of activities to
simplify and modernize BP from top
to bottom, making sure it has the
right structures and organization.

“We set out in 2017 with plans
to deliver on seven major pro-
jects, six of which are gas pro-
jects, supporting that shift to gas
in the portfolio,” he said.

“I was just recently in Egypt to
celebrate the successful start-up
of the West Nile Delta gas project
where we brought that project in
on budget, eight months ahead of
schedule and with production
rates 20 percent higher than
planned,” he said.

“The President of Egypt refers
to it as a ‘national mega-project
for Egypt’, putting thousands of
people to work,” he explained.

“In addition to these seven pro-
jects we have another nine on track
for start-up from 2018 onwards,
with construction on average,
ahead of schedule and 15 percent
under budget ” said Dudley

BP CEO: ‘Already shifting our portfolio further towards gas’

CEO Dudley pins hopes
on African FLNG and
natural gas projects in
Indonesia and Egypt
Our Europe editor
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Online rates

Website banners

Leader board banner 728 px 90 px £2,300 £5,800 £11,200 £13,800

Right side top 160 px 300px £2,300 £5,800 £11,200 £13,800

Right side bottom 160 px 300px £1,900 £4,500 £7,500 £11,000

Large sticky banner 728 px 90 px £2,300 £5,800 £11,200 £13,800

Small banner 160 px 100 px £1,000 £2,600 £3,900 £6,200

width height 1 month 3 months 6 months 12 months

Sent out to approx. 10,000 LNG professionals every dayE-newsletter banner

Top banner 590 px 60 px £999 £1,900 £2,999 £4,999 £7,799

Insertion banner 390 px 130px £799 £1,499 £2,259 £3,699 £5,599

Advertising message banner 600 px 160 px £1,899 £2,899 £4,599 £7,799 £12,299

width height 1 week 1 month 3 months 6 months 12 months

An E-blast is an electronic mail sent out to all contacts in our extensive database made up of most of
the companies that are involved in the LNG industry and the key people within these companies.

E-blast - £3,000
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